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	Streaming Audio: The FezGuys' Guide, 9780735712805 (0735712808), New Riders Publishing, 2002
Streaming Audio: The FezGuys' Guide will  introduce you to streaming audio and teach you how to work with the most popular  formats, including RealMedia, Windows Media, QuickTime, and MP3. It begins by  giving the reader a comprehensive overview of the most up-to-date streaming  technologies available and the process of preparing audio for streaming. Then,  it walks the reader through encoding into both live and on-demand streams in  each format. Following an in-depth walk-through of serving the audio, Streaming Audio: The FezGuys' Guide offers several case  studies that carefully break down how streaming audio is used in the real world:  the internationally acclaimed rock guitarist Joe Satriani's web site, primarily  using on-demand files with the occasional live stream for special events; the  ultrahip drum 'n' bass, downtempo and ambient music Internet-only radio station  SomaFM offering several live MP3 streams in multiple bi trates; and the FM  station that started it all, KPIG-FM, terrestrial broadcast radio that streams  it's programming online. Finally, the FezGuys illustrate a variety of advanced  techniques, including optimizing, equalizing, creating playlists, batch  encoding, dealing with legal issues, and more.
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Slamming Spam : A Guide for System AdministratorsAddison Wesley, 2004
Real Anti-Spam Help for System Administrators

In Slamming Spam, two spam fighters show you how to fight backand win. Unlike most spam books, this one is written specifically for in-the-trenches system administrators: professionals who need...


		

Mac OS X for Unix GeeksO'Reilly, 2002
If you're one of the many Unix developers drawn to Mac OS X for its BSD core, you'll find yourself in surprisingly unfamiliar territory.  Even if you're an experienced Mac user, Mac OS X is unlike earlier Macs, and it's radically different from the Unix you've used before, too.
Enter "Mac OS X for Unix Geeks" by Brian Jepson and...


		

Cyber Terrorism: Political And Economic ImplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Cyber Terrorism: Political and Economic Implications is a cyber terrorism brief that outlines many of the recent terrorist activities, political objectives, and their use of cyberspace. Much of this book is dedicated to illustrating the use of the global information infrastructure by terrorists for the communication and coordination of distributed...




	

Resistance, Liberation Technology and Human Rights in the Digital Age (Law, Governance and Technology Series)Springer, 2012

	This book explains strategies, techniques, legal issues and the relationships between digital resistance activities, information warfare actions, liberation technology and human rights. It studies the concept of authority in the digital era and focuses in particular on the actions of so-called digital dissidents. Moving from the difference...


		

Big Book of Windows HacksO'Reilly, 2007
Bigger, better, and broader in scope, the Big Book of Windows Hacks gives you everything you need to get the most out of your Windows Vista or XP system, including its related applications and the hardware it runs on or connects to. Whether you want to tweak Vista's Aero interface, build customized sidebar gadgets and run them from a USB...

		

Poser 8 Revealed: The Official GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Get ready to master all the powerful features of Poser 8. "Poser 8 Revealed" helps you tackle all the essential skills you need to create, render, and animate scenes using the simple yet sophisticated toolset offered by Poser 8. This hands-on guide provides step-by-step tutorials for each task or skill, followed by basic projects...
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